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Executive Summary
Australia has one of the most extensively regulated labour markets in the world.
These regulations are maintained through a centralised system of complex industrybased awards and other statutory entitlements. This report presents a comparison of
Australia’s labour market entitlements with similar common law countries, and looks at
how the labour market is perceived in ways that affect investment and growth.
Australia has a number of key measures that create significant barriers to employment.
The minimum wage of $18.93 AUD per hour is among the highest in the world,
and nearly double the average of Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) countries with a minimum wage.1 Australia also has a very
high degree of centralised wage determination through the award system, which
damages the link between wages and productivity and creates distortions in labour
markets. Further distortions are caused by penalty rates that destroy employment
opportunities. Australia’s penalty rates are ranked equal highest in the world. Other
onerous regulation includes the inflexible laws around recruitment, and the degree of
centralised control over non-wage benefits such as leave entitlements.
These mandated entitlements combine to create inflexible labour markets. Australia’s
ranking in the World Economic Forum’s ‘Global Competitiveness Report’ for
labour market efficiency has fallen from 9th to 22nd over the last ten years, with
significant declines in all the components that were consistently maintained in the
index over that period.2 In comparison, the other Anglosphere countries have
outperformed Australia. Australia’s ranking raises serious concerns for future growth,
as international competitiveness is crucial for attracting investment in an increasingly
globalised economy.
The deterioration of labour market efficiency has a very real personal impact on those
seeking employment opportunities. Labour markets which are less efficient make it
more difficult for individuals to find jobs which they enjoy, are consistent with their skill
set, and allow them to reach their potential. Improving labour market efficiency is not
just an important economic policy goal. It is a moral imperative.
While the overall unemployment rate is relatively low in Australia, underemployment
is high, as is unemployment and underemployment for youth. Youth employment
numbers have not recovered well following the global financial crises (GFC) ten years
ago. Young people are often most disadvantaged by minimum wages and mandated
entitlements that raise the barriers to employment.

1 Calculation from OECD statistics. OECD accessed 20 December 2018, stats.oecd.org.
2 World Economic Forum, “Global Competitiveness Report 2018,” accessed 20 December 2018, http://www3.
weforum.org/docs/GCR2018/05FullReport/TheGlobalCompetitivenessReport2018.pdf.
World Economic Forum, “Global Competitiveness Report 2008-2009,” accessed 20 December 2018, http://
www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GlobalCompetitivenessReport_2008-09.pdf.
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In order to tackle growing underemployment and improve global competitiveness,
Australia needs to embark on a deregulatory agenda. Work arrangements need to
be decentralised and returned to the individual employers and employees who are
in the best position to determine agreements that meet their unique circumstances. By
removing strenuous requirements, Australia can foster an environment that is favourable
for economic growth and allows more Australians to experience the dignity of work.
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Introduction
Work plays a central role in providing people with dignity and meaning. Through
gainful employment, individuals create value for others, contribute to society, and
provide for themselves and their family. For many people the dignity of work comes
through selling their labour as part of an employer-employee relationship where value
is created through exchange. The market system of private property and contracts
allows individuals to freely come together in mutually beneficial trade.
Labour market regulation inserts the government into this equation with the intention to
maintain a level of minimal standards. Any case for government intervention must take
into account the negative impact of restricting the rights of individuals to freely engage
in value-creating exchange. Australia’s system of labour market regulation contains
a large degree of centralisation. Statutory entitlements combined with a complex
industry-based award system, dictate requirements across the Australian economy.
Key elements of employment arrangement are not determined by the individual
employer and employee to whom the arrangement pertains. Instead, Australia’s system
puts legislators and regulators in charge of employment arrangements for millions of
businesses and employees. Not only does this degree of centralisation suffer from
Hayek’s knowledge problem, it also removes the freedom and flexibility of millions of
Australians to form mutually beneficial work agreements.
Australia’s labour market regulations have unintended negative consequences. The
minimum wage provides a clear example of a specious attempt by governments to
dictate economic reality. The minimum wage suffers from the same problem as all price
controlled floors – it creates a surplus, which manifests in this case as unemployment.
The minimum wage acts as a hurdle for unskilled workers who are unable to create
value for a businesses in line with the minimum wage. Such individuals are not helped
by the minimum wage, but find themselves unemployed as a direct result.
Over the last ten years, Australia has seen its labour market efficiency ranking drop
substantially.3 This is due to declines in the areas of wage determination flexibility, the
ties between pay and productivity, and hiring and firing practices. Underemployment,
particularly among Australia’s youth, has continued to rise as more and more
Australians are unable to find enough work. This report looks at how Australia
compares internationally in terms of labour market regulation, and the effect of these
regulations on Australia’s labour markets. To ensure efficient labour markets that attract
investment and promote employment opportunity, Australia needs to remove barriers
to employment and allow employers and employees to form contracts based on their
unique situations.

3 World Economic Forum, “Global Competitiveness Report 2018.”
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Key Findings
• Australia’s global competitiveness, as measured by the World Economic
Forum’s Global Competitiveness Index, is being harmed by poor
performance within the labour market efficiency measure. Australia
is ranked 22nd in the world for labour market efficiency, down from
9th in 2008. Australia’s ranking has dramatically declined in all of
the components that have been constantly in the index over the 10
year period. This notably includes measures of the flexibility of wage
determination and the link between wages and productivity, and the
ability of businesses to recruit staff.
• There is a high degree of wage control in Australia. Australia is the only
Anglosphere country to have an award system with highly centralised
wages. Australia has one of the highest minimum wages in the world,
combined with some of the highest mandated penalty rates for weekend
work. The level of centralisation undermines the efficiency of Australia’s
labour markets by making wages inflexible and restricting the ability of
businesses to hire and fire.
• Although Australia’s official unemployment rate is quite low there is a
concerning upward trend in underemployment. Before the negative
effects of the GFC in 2008, underemployment was at 5.7 per cent. The
rate jumped to 7.6 per cent during the GFC and has now increased to
8.5 per cent. Youth underemployment figures (among 15-24 year olds)
have also continued to worsen following the GFC. Youth unemployment
is currently 17.4 per cent, up from 11.2 per cent in 2008. The current
youth underutilisation rate (unemployment plus underemployment) is
approaching 30 per cent.
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Labour Market Perceptions
Over the last ten years, Australian executives have consistently reported ‘labour
regulations’ as the ‘most problematic factor of doing business’ in Australia. This has
been consistently above concerns such as ‘tax rates’ and ‘other regulations.’4
The World Economic Forum’s (WEF) Global Competitiveness Report presents a
competitiveness index comparing countries on a range of measures. The analysis
presented in the Global Competitiveness Report 2018 is based on a methodology
which integrates the latest statistics from international organizations and a survey of
business executives from around the world about their perceptions of the quality and
effect of a range of public policy ranging from tax rates, to regulation, to the quality
of infrastructure. The report compares the relative competitiveness of 140 economies,
where competitiveness is defined as the set of institutions, policies and factors that
determine the level of productivity.
Australia is ranked the 14th most competitive economy overall, and 22nd in the world
for labour market efficiency. This is a relatively good ranking on face value. However,
Australia’s ranking is poor – and getting worse – when compared to other common
law Anglosphere countries. Australia’s ranking in every constant component of the
labour market efficiency measure has declined, at times substantially, over the past
decade. The ‘WEF Labour market Anglosphere comparison’ graphs shows the stark
difference in performance between Australia and Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, the
United Kingdom, and the USA.
With the introduction of the Fair Work Act 2009 that implemented 122 modern
awards, Australia’s ranking on the ‘pay and productivity’ and ‘flexibility of wage
determination’ measures have decreased substantially. Responses to the question ‘to
what extent is pay related to employee productivity’ saw Australia’s ranking fall from
26th to 30th. The increased centralisation of awards and collective agreements saw the
‘flexibility of wage determination’ ranking fall from 75th to 105th. These poor results are
to be expected following the implementation of a rigid awards system that undermines
the market tendency to drive wages to reflect the productivity of workers.
Australia’s decline on these wage related measures contrasts strikingly with the
Anglosphere. All countries improved their position for ‘pay and productivity’,
leaving Australia the worst placed. Australia’s ranking for ‘flexibility of wage
determination’ was already well behind most countries in 2008 before collapsing to
105th. In comparison to Australia’s poor performance, Ireland improved significantly to
overtake Australia.
The responses to the question, ‘In your country, to what extent do regulations allow
flexible hiring and firing of workers?” sees Australia ranked 110th out of 140 countries.
Australia’s ranking on this measure has fallen 64 places since 2008. It is a troubling
4 Ibid
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sign for the Australian economy that executives with control over hiring consider
the employment environment so inflexible. The perception of increased inflexibility
is supported by the objective measure of redundancy costs, with Australia’s ranking
declining from 7th to 44th. This is based on a measure of notice and severance
payment requirements.
Australia has the largest ranking decline on each of the measures. In 2008, Australia
was close in the rankings with New Zealand for most of the components. On all
measures Australia moved down while New Zealand either improved or maintained its
top position. The only consolation for Australia is the positive example provided
by New Zealand and Ireland that show that dramatic improvement on these measures
is possible.
Figure 1: Labour market efficiency and component rankings for the
Anglosphere (2008 vs. 2018)
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Australia’s Industrial Relations System
Australia’s industrial relations system is among the most complex and extensive in the
developed world. Australia has a substantial amount of statutory entitlements that
dictate a high minimum wage and extensive leave requirements, in addition to a highly
centralised award system.
Table 1 shows a comparison of the industrial relations systems of the Anglosphere,
with Australia being the only country with a centralised award system. In the USA,
for example, individual states have a high level of control over industrial relations.
Los Angeles is used as a proxy for the USA, as it is the capital of the largest state
by population. Australia’s statutory entitlements are onerous and costly, as are the
collective bargaining requirements. These factors combine to create high barriers to
employment that reduce the efficiency of the labour market, and undermine Australia’s
international competitiveness. This section will outline key areas of Australia’s industrial
relations system, and show how it compares internationally.
Table 1: Anglosphere labour market regulation comparison
Australia
Wage-setting
Centralised award system
Minimum wage (USD/month)
Hours and premiums
Standard workday (hours)
Maximum working days per week
Restrictions on overtime work
Premium for overtime work
(per cent)
Premium for night work (per cent)
Premium for Sunday work (per cent)
Statutory entitlements
Long service leave
At least five fully paid days of sick
leave a year
Paid annual leave (working days)
Paid public holidays
Higher public holiday pay
Notice period for redundancy
dismissal (weeks)
Severance pay for redundancy
dismissal (weeks of salary)
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Collective bargaining
Legally-protected right to
collectively bargain
Legal requirement to bargain in
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Individual contracts
Limitations on availability
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Agreements must contain certain
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Rules against termination on the
basis of discrimination
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Rules against unfair dismissal
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-
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-●
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Termination of employment

-●
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Trade union matters
Default party in collective
bargaining
Involvement in wage-setting
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Right to strike
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-

Right of entry

●-

●-

-●

-●
-●

Quantitative data from the World Bank. Doing Business, “Labour Market Regulation,” accessed 20 December 2018, http://
www.doingbusiness.org/en/data/exploretopics/labor-market-regulation.
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Minimum wage
Australia has the highest real minimum wage and one of the highest in terms
of purchasing power parity (PPP) out of all OECD countries. It is double the OECD
average – an average not including countries without a federally mandated
minimum wage such as Austria, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Italy, Norway, Sweden,
and Switzerland.
Figure 2: Real minimum wage (PPP, USD, hourly)
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Source: stats.OECD.org

The minimum wage effectively outlaws any job that pays below the price control.
Individuals whose labour is worth less than the minimum wage will not receive a wage
increase because of the minimum wage – they will lose their job. Businesses will not
hire a worker at a wage above the value they provide the business. When the cost of
anything increases substitutes are sought out to avoid the cost. In this case, increasing
the cost of low skilled workers will lead businesses to seek out substitutes. This may
include shifting workloads away from low skilled workers and employing labour saving
machinery and technology.
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The relationship between the minimum wage and employment has been the subject
of numerous empirical studies with varying results. Despite the crucial limitations
of minimum wage natural experiments there are a multitude of studies showing the
negative employment effects of increasing the minimum wage.5
Low skilled workers are hurt the most as they are less likely to be able to clear the
hurdle created by the minimum wage. If an individual’s labour is only worth $15 an
hour, Australia’s current $18.93 minimum wage prohibits them from finding work. By
stopping these low skilled workers being employed at less than $18.93, the minimum
wage can create serious long-term effects. If individuals are unable to gain work
experience they are unable to improve productivity and general upward mobility. The
price control ends up hurting the very people the policy is supposed to help as young
people who are looking to build their career through work experience see the first rung
of their career ladder taken away. This exacerbates youth unemployment, as will be
examined in a later section.
The interaction of the minimum wage with unemployment benefits also presents
unintended consequences. The high minimum wage creates a situation where an
individual who could earn $15 an hour no longer works and instead receives $7.18
an hour from the Newstart Allowance.6 In this example, the individual makes $7.82
an hour less than he would have if he was allowed to be employed at $15 an hour.
He also loses the dignity and meaning provided from gainful employment, which
can lead to a range of negative mental health and societal issues.7 The ability to
gain experience for career progression is also taken away, negatively affecting
the individual in the long term. Furthermore, the services previously provided by the
worker are lost to businesses and consumers, and the taxpayer is forced to pay for the
unemployment benefits.
In a free market system, wages are determined by the marginal value of the output of
the worker. Providing that competition remains unimpeded by the government, firms
will bid the wages for workers up until they reflect the marginal value of the worker’s
output. The only way to increase wages without the deleterious effects of government
mandates, therefore, is to increase the productivity of workers. This cannot be done
by government fiat, but can only be achieved by ideas that increase productivity,
increasing capital per worker through investment, and increasing human capital
through education and work experience.
5 Limitations include the inability to observe the counterfactual of not increasing the minimum wage, the inability to
isolate the significant role of the expectations of changes in the minimum wage by businesses, and the lack of natural
experiments of minimum wage reductions. For a survey of studies showing negative employment effects see:
Joint Economic Committee Republicans, “50 Years of Research on the Minimum Wage,” accessed 24 January 2019,
https://www.jec.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/c876c468-ffca-47ed-9468-7193d734bde9/50-years-ofresearch-on-the-minimum-wage---february-15-1995.pdf.
An Australian example examining minimum wage increases in Western Australia is presented by Andrew Leigh:
Andrew Leigh, “Employment Effects of Minimum Wages: Evidence from a Quasi-Experiment,” The Australian
Economic Review 36 (4): 361-373.
6 Calculation from fortnightly rate. The Department of Human Services, “Newstart Allowance,” accessed 26
November 2018, https://www.humanservices.gov.au/individuals/services/centrelink/newstart-allowance.
7 Gideon Rozner, The Disappearing Australian Working Man (Institute of Public Affairs: August 2017), accessed
24 January 2019, https://ipa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/IPA-Report-The-disappearing-Australianworking-man.pdf.
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Enforcement of a high minimum wage increases the incentives for businesses to
outsource in search of cheaper labour. While Australian businesses are often criticised
for outsourcing work to south-east Asia to cut costs at the expense of Australian job
opportunities, the minimum wage often leaves businesses with no choice. If a business
requires labour that will only create $18 dollars per hour in value for the businesses,
it is illegal for that business to employ an Australian worker. This further limits the
opportunities for Australian workers, and destroys business projects where outsourcing
is infeasible.
When discussing the minimum wage, it is also important to note the many entitlements
and restrictions (explored in more detail below) that exacerbate the problems of the
minimum wage. The overall remuneration paid by the employer includes the host of
benefits and entitlements on top of the actual wage. Employers are currently required
to pay a superannuation contribution of 9.5 per cent the employee’s wage. With the
addition of this contribution, an employee on the minimum wage costs the employer
$20.73 an hour. Leave entitlements such as public holidays, annual leave, and sick
days also add substantially to the actual hourly wage. In total, a full time employee
is entitled to 41 days of paid leave.8 Taking leave into account, a full time employee
on the minimum wage is actually receiving $24.60 per actual hour worked (including
superannuation).
Award specific requirements also increase the minimum wage through penalty rates
that can increase the base wage rate from between 1.25 and 2 times. Minimum hours
of engagement also increase the burden of the minimum wage on employers. In the
hospitality industry for example, employers have to ensure that business conditions
warrant putting on a part-time worker for at least three hours per shift.
Australian law implicitly acknowledges the disemployment effects of the minimum
wage with several forms of a ‘special national minimum wage’. Workers with
disabilities that negatively affect their ability to perform their job may be paid a
percentage of the minimum wage based on their ‘assessed capacity’.9 This means that
a worker with a 50 per cent assessed capacity to perform a job can be paid half the
minimum wage ($9.47 per hour). Workers under the age of 21 are also subject to
lower minimum wages. The minimum wage for a fifteen year old is 36.8 per cent of the
adult minimum wage. This rate increases each year until the age of 21.10
The special national minimum wages recognise that some people are not able to
clear the hurdle created by the adult minimum wage. This special consideration allows
more disabled people to experience the dignity of work. Teenagers are able to find
work experience and improve their skill set and value to employers with entry level
jobs below the adult minimum wage. While special rates help mitigate the effects of
the minimum wage, they ignore individuals who are unable to find work above the
8 Based on Victorian public holidays, not including Easter Saturday and Sunday.
9 Fair Work Commission, “National Minimum Wage Order 2018,” accessed 7 January 2019, https://www.fwc.gov.
au/documents/awardsandorders/html/pr606629.htm.
10 Ibid
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minimum wage who are not under the age of 21 or do not suffer from a disability. If
these special rates are necessary to help the young and disabled find employment,
then a lowering of the minimum wage would increase employment for those are
currently unable to clear the hurdle of the minimum wage.

Centralised wage determination
Australia is ranked 105th out of 140 countries for ‘flexibility of wage determination’,
according to the World Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness Report 2018.11 The
inflexibility reported in the survey is a reflection of Australia’s extensive award system
and collective bargaining agreements.
As of 2016, 23 per cent of Australian employees had their pay specified by an
award.12 Having nearly a quarter of employees on an award creates significant
inflexibility in the labour market, and undermines productivity and work opportunities.
The award system functions as a price control that leads to many of the same negative
repercussions as outlined above with the minimum wage. If a worker qualifies for an
award but is unable to produce value for businesses in line with the award wage, the
worker will be unable to find work in the area covered by the award.
Workers who are unable to find work or face the prospect of being terminated from
their employment are not allowed to negotiate a wage below the award. The Better off
Overall Test (BOOT) is employed by the Fair Work Commission to ensure agreements
cannot be made below the relevant awards. This makes it harder for individuals to be
employed in their desired area, and harder for businesses to hire more workers, as they
have to be able to clear the hurdle created by the award.
In addition to those on an award, a further 36 per cent of the workforce have their pay
set by a collective agreement. When freedom to negotiate an individual agreement
below the collective agreement is undermined, these agreements add to the wage
inflexibility of the Australian economy. This means that roughly 60 per cent of the
workforce have relatively inflexible wage determination. This also doesn’t include those
on independent agreements with limited downward flexibility due to being marginally
above an existing award or agreement.
While Australia has had a remarkable run without a recession, the lack of wage
flexibility will make the Australian economy less resilient to future downturns. Without
wage flexibility, employers and employees are not able to renegotiate wages in the
event of an economic downturn. This can lead to recession, and widespread high
unemployment. When the output prices received by firms fall, the marginal value of
labour also falls. When the equilibrium wage rate falls with institutional restrictions on
the downward movement of wages, unemployment is created.
11 World Economic Forum, “Global Competitiveness Report 2018.”
12 Australian Bureau of Statistics, “Employee Earnings and Hours, Australia, May 2016. Data Cube 9,” accessed
26 November 2018, http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/Lookup/6306.0Main+Features1May%20
2016?OpenDocument.
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Australia’s centralised wage system cannot possibly dictate wages that reflect relevant
information. Prices play a critical role in coordinating economic activity. Marketdetermined wages allocate labour to where it can best serve consumer demand. Prices
communicate dispersed information to individual decision makers in the economy. It
is an impossible task for the Fair Work Commission to accurately gather all relevant
information, dictate an award, and periodically evaluate their decision. This form of
centralisation misunderstands the role of prices, how they are set, and the information
they convey about economic realities and preferences.
Economist F.A. Hayek articulated the importance of decentralised decision making in
his famous essay, The Use of Knowledge in Society:
“If we can agree that the economic problem of society is mainly one of rapid
adaptation to changes in the particular circumstances of time and place, it would
seem to follow that the ultimate decisions must be left to the people who are
familiar with these circumstances, who know directly of the relevant changes and
of the resources immediately available to meet them. We cannot expect that this
problem will be solved by first communicating all this knowledge to a central
board which, after integrating all knowledge, issues its orders. We must solve it
by some form of decentralization.”13
Unfortunately, the FWC resembles the central board that Hayek is critical of. The FWC
is not able to overcome the problems inherent in economic planning. It is not possible
to judge the correct wages and conditions for millions of Australian workers each in an
individually unique situation.

Penalty rates
Australia’s extensive mandated Sunday penalty rates are the equal highest in the
OECD countries, and well above the G7 countries.14 In addition to some of the
highest Sunday penalty rates, Australia also has high Saturday penalty rates. A 2015
Productivity Commission report found 67 awards with Saturday penalty rates and
73 awards with Sunday penalty rates – with most Saturday rates between 125 and
150 per cent and most Sunday rates between 150 and 200 per cent.15 The amount of
awards with penalty rates accounts for well over half of Australia’s 122 awards.

13 F.A. Hayek, “The Use of Knowledge in Society,” The American Economic Review, 35(4), (1945): 520.
14 The World Bank, “Labour Market Regulation,” accessed 27 November 2018, http://www.doingbusiness.org/en/
data/exploretopics/labor-market-regulation.
15 Productivity Commission, Workplace Relations Framework (Productivity Commission: November 2015), accessed
27 November 2018, https://www.pc.gov.au/inquiries/completed/workplace-relations/report/workplacerelations-volume1.pdf.
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Figure 3: Sunday penalty rates comparison (percentage of hourly pay)
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A common defence for weekend penalty rates is the argued necessity of compensating
workers for working socially undesirable hours. While this has long been part of
the rationale for penalty rates, IPA research by Aaron Lane and Gideon Rozner
has demonstrated Australia’s long history of an anti-competitive and religiouslymotivated rationale.16 Penalty rates have long been defended on the basis of creating
a deterrence for business operation on weekends, particularly on Sundays. The
deterrence argument which played a significant role in the establishment of penalty
rates is no longer used by key stakeholders, including unions. Penalty rates have
remained high despite the change in societal views that has seen weekend trading
hour restrictions almost entirely removed.
As understood by the historical proponents of the deterrence argument, penalty
rates create significant disincentives for businesses to operate on weekends. Many
businesses will not find it profitable to operate when a key component of their business
costs increases by 125 to 200 per cent. This significant barrier to weekend operation
for business remains even as consumer demand continues to increase for weekend
access to products and services. The Productivity Commission’s report on workplace
relations in 2015 noted the particular concerns of the hospitality, entertainment, retail,
restaurant and cafes industries (HERRC), where weekend consumer demand has

16 Aaron Lane and Gideon Rozner, Penalising Work: A Historical Account of Penalty Rates in Australia (Institute
of Public Affairs: July 2017), https://ipa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/Penalising-Work-A-historicalaccount-of-penalty-rates-in-Australia.pdf.
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continued to grow.17 High penalty rates have meant that the industries have not been
able to take full advantage of the increased business opportunity presented by this
growth. This limits growth potential for businesses, and the ability for Australians to
access these services on weekends.
By artificially inflating labour costs, penalty rates destroy work opportunities.
Businesses affected by awards with penalty rates restrict the number of staff on
weekends, or are forced to limit trading hours. This means that fewer work hours are
offered to employees. The complexity of the award system also burdens businesses
with a high level of red tape. Penalty rates can vary within awards, based on the type
of employment, the amount of hours worked, and tasks undertaken by employees.
This complexity creates confusion for employers, adds compliance costs, and
disincentivises hiring.
The compensation argument is routinely used by proponents of penalty rates,
including the union movement. It is argued that individuals should be compensated for
giving up their weekends and working non-social hours.18 This argument ignores key
aspects of how wages are set in the market in the first place. If work is undesirable, or
dangerous, firms pay a premium in order to attract workers. If the disutility of working
on a weekend is higher than a week day, the market would lead to a weekend
wage premium. The argument also ignores the preferences of individuals and their
heterogeneous situations. Many individuals desire the flexibility afforded by weekend
work. For example, mothers with caring duties during the week and students who study
full time often demand weekend work to fit around their other commitments.
Businesses should be free to decide what wages they will offer workers on weekends
based on their own situation. A fast food restaurant employing mainly students may
find filling the roster during the weekday more difficult. Being required to pay a higher
rate at times when most of their employees are willing to work compared to when
most of their employees have study commitments is clearly counter-productive. Other
businesses that find it difficult to attract workers to work weekends should be free to
determine a penalty rate that suits their workers and their business. There is no need for
the government to dictate industry-wide penalty rates across the country.

17 Productivity Commission, Workplace Relations Framework.
18 Australian Council of Trade Unions, “Australian Council of Trade Unions Reply to applications concerning penalty
rates in the 2012 Modern Award Review,” accessed 24 January 2019, https://www.actu.org.au/media/288736/
ACTU%20Reply%20Submissions%20-%20Penalty%20Rates%20-%20%2008.10.12.pdf.
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Hiring and firing
Ensuring flexibility for businesses is crucial to promote employment opportunities.
When restrictions are placed on the ability of businesses to fire workers, it creates a
barrier to hiring as it raises the stakes on any hiring decision. If the employee is not a
good match for the business, businesses have to wade through regulations to dismiss
the individual without being dragged before the Fair Work Commission. An employee
is entitled to challenge a dismissal as unfair provided they have been working at the
business for at least six months, or twelve months for small businesses. If the reason for
dismissal is not deemed appropriate, businesses may have to reinstate the worker or
payout up to six months of the worker’s base salary.19
Employers assume a number of risks when hiring workers. The primary risk for
business owners is the entrepreneurial risk borne when they employ and pay workers
before the end product is sold and paid for. Employers commit to hiring individuals
based on their belief about future market conditions. With a rigid industrial relations
system, the decision to hire requires a stronger commitment on the part of employers.
They are committing to hire individuals for a period of time that may or may not prove
to be profitable. The greater the inflexibility in hiring and firing, the greater the risk
to the employer that the future business conditions will not justify the cost commitment
of hiring.
Australia’s unfair dismissal laws and recruitment regulations create further risks for
employers and add disincentives for businesses to hire. Employers have to consider
the costs involved should the job they are hiring for become redundant. When an
employee’s job is made redundant, the employer may be required to payout a
redundancy package. An employee is entitled to four weeks of base rate pay if they
have worked for the employer for over a year. The redundancy pay steps up to a
maximum of sixteen weeks pay, based on years of continuous service. On top of these
dismissal payouts are mandated notice periods, ranging from one to four weeks based
on the length of employment.20

19 Fair Work Act 2009 (Australia) s 392
20 Fair Work Ombudsman, “Notice of termination and redundancy pay,” accessed 20 December 2018, https://www.
fairwork.gov.au/how-we-will-help/templates-and-guides/fact-sheets/minimum-workplace-entitlements/notice-oftermination-and-redundancy-pay.
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Leave entitlements
There are a number of leave requirements dictated by the government. Full time
workers are entitled to 20 days paid annual leave, 11 paid public holidays, and 10
paid sick days.21 If a full time worker who works standard hours takes all paid sick
days, this reduces the working time by roughly 312 hours per year. A full time worker
ends up working only 84 per cent of the time they are paid.
This benefit does not come without cost to employees. All benefits received by workers
must come at the expense of their money wages. In a competitive market situation,
businesses bid up worker’s total remuneration to reflect the worker productivity.
Holding total remuneration constant, the more the non-wage benefits increase, the
more the wage must decrease. By mandating leave requirements, the government is
controlling how remuneration is organised at the potential expense of the preferences
of individual employers and employees. With the current required leave entitlements
the actual cost per hour worked for an employer is increased by nearly 1.2 times.
While maternity leave payments are paid by the government, the program effects the
private economy through taxation. Employers are also affected by requirements to
hold positions open for women who go on leave. The cost of this requirement varies
from business to business, but can be costly for small businesses who may have to hire
and train up an employee whose position is required to only be temporary. The risk of
bearing this cost will ultimately detract from the wage rate offered by employers.
The actual per hour cost of hiring a worker is affected by the host of entitlements from
statutes and from within the various industry awards. In any work situation there will be
non-wage components of total remuneration. The issue with the level of centralisation
in Australia’s system is that it needlessly removes the determination of remuneration
from those involved. Employees are currently not free to trade away benefits for
increased wages, or vice-versa. Employers are also limited by certain statutes from
offering increased non-wage benefits at the expense of wages.
The equation below shows the relationship between the actual cost of hiring and
the wage and other benefits. Compulsory employer superannuation contributions
and leave entitlements drive a wedge between the cost to employers and the wage
received by employees. Other benefits expand this wedge depending on the
probability of the employer being required to pay the benefit.

21 Based on Victorian public holidays, not including Easter Saturday and Sunday holidays.
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The State of Australia’s Economy
The job market
Australia is at risk of becoming complacent on the back of a run of 27 years without a
recession. There have been a range of policy and non-policy related factors that have
worked in Australia’s favour, keeping the country out of recession in 2001 and during
the GFC.
There are several key issues in assessing the effect of Australia’s industrial relations
system on labour markets. Most important is the issue of separating factors that
influence the economy. Labour market regulation is only one part of a whole host of
broader economic factors and policies that affect the labour market.
The effect of business cycles can also obscure structural issues in the market as the
unemployment rate tends to track with a business cycle. The unemployment rate, as of
October 2018, is historically quite low at 5 per cent, but if Australia were to experience
a recession the rate could rapidly increase. Recessions in Australia in the early 1980s
and early 1990s saw the unemployment rate jump 5 percentage points.
However, we can observe some troubling trends when we look at Australia’s
performance, particularly in the area of underemployment and underutilisation.
Australia’s underemployment rate, which measures the amount of people who desire
to work more hours divided by the total labour force, has continued to rise since 1978
when the rate was just 2.6 per cent. The underemployment rate is now at an almost all
time high of 8.4 per cent. This is a concerning level considering Australia’s position in
the business cycle. Over the last 40 years, the underemployment rate has tended to
jump substantially with the unemployment rate during economic downturns.
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Figure 4: Unemployment, underemployment and underutilisation rates
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Figure 5: Unemployment and underemployment comparison with GFC
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The performance of Australia’s labour market does not look healthy when compared to
the GFC ten years ago. Despite not technically experiencing a recession, Australia did
see its unemployment rate jump by two percentage points during the GFC. Before the
GFC in 2008 the unemployment rate was at a record low of 4 per cent. This jumped
to 5.8 precent in 2009 and has come down to 5 per cent since. The rate is historically
low, but still a percentage point higher than in 2008. Since the GFC, underemployment
has grown, most notably from 2012 to 2015. Underemployment is now almost three
percentage points higher than it was in 2009 and underutilsation (unemployment plus
underemploymnet) is only fractionally down on the 2009 level.
Australia’s youth employment figures present a concerning reality with nearly
30 per cent of the country’s youth either unemployed or underemployed. Youth
underemployment has continued its long upward trend, and underutilisation is ten
percentage points higher than it was in 2008. The rates are considerably worse in
the teenage bracket (15-19 year olds), with unemployment at 16.2 per cent and
underemployment at 21.5 per cent.
Figure 6: Youth unemployment and underemployment comparison with
GFC (15-24 year olds)
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Figure 7: Youth unemployment, underemployment, and underutilisation
(15-24 year olds)
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The youth unemployment figures are often above that of the broader population for
a number of reasons. Young people are likely to be less skilled and experienced. This
can make it difficult for young people to make the crucial step of finding a job and
getting onto the first rung of the career ladder. When businesses come under duress,
young people are often more vulnerable to losing their job. As mentioned above, high
minimum wages disproportionately affect younger people. This is because younger
people are more likely to lack the skills and experience to deliver value to businesses
above the minimum wage. Even if an individual is able to deliver $20 of value to an
employer per hour, it will not make financial sense for a business to employ them.
High penalty rates in industries where a lot of younger people work, such as the
HERRC industries also disproportionately harm young people. Nearly 30 per cent
of the youth labour force are either unemployed or would like to work more hours.
Penalty rates that increase the cost of hiring staff by 1.25 to 2 times on weekends,
restrict the amount of hours of employment offered by businesses.
There are a range of potential factors leading to Australia’s rising underemployment
crisis, including sectoral shifts and changes in societal preferences for work
arrangements. Policies which restrict the flexibility of business to employ workers
contributes to the problem. Regardless of the causes of Australia’s growing rate of
underemployment, it is crucial that a flexible system be adopted to take advantage of
this potential extra labour and truncate underemployment.
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Investment, growth, entrepreneurship
Australia’s extensive labour market regulations are part of a broader red tape problem
that is burdening business and stifling investment. Labour market regulations have
consistently been ranked the number one most problematic factor of doing business
in Australia over the last decade.22 In an increasingly globalised context, minimising
the level of the regulatory burden plays a crucial role in improving international
competitiveness and attracting investment.
Since the mining boom Australia has seen a concerning trend in investment, with new
private business investment declining to 11.5 per cent of GDP. This is well below the
long run average of 14.6 per cent and is only slightly better than the record low of
10.2 per cent in 1992 following Australia’s last recession.23
Business investment is a critical engine for generating economic growth. While there
are numerous factors that influence business investment, labour market regulations
can be particularly onerous on business. It presents an impediment to business
expansion by increasing the cost of employing workers. Not only are workers hurt by
the immediate decreased employment opportunities, when excessive labour costs limit
broader business investment, improvements to capital that increase productivity and
wages are also undermined.
For larger companies who operate and invest in other countries, uncompetitive labour
markets disincentivise investment in Australia. The fact that labour market regulation
has continually outranked tax rates, bureaucracy, and policy instability as the most
problematic factor in doing business should make reform in this area a priority in order
to improve Australia’s international competitiveness.

22 Taken from the World Economic Forum “Global Competitiveness Report” from 2008 to 2018.
23 Australian Bureau of Statistics, “Australian National Accounts: National Income, Expenditure and Product, Sep
2018,” accessed 20 December 2018, http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/5206.0Sep%20
2018?OpenDocument.
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Figure 8: Executive Opinion Survey, top five ‘most problematic factors of doing
business’ in Australia
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The need for reform
Australia’s structural problems call for significant reform to improve international
competitiveness and to arrest the growth in underemployment. The extensive level
of labour market regulation reduces flexibility, and makes employing workers
unnecessarily difficult for businesses.
Australia’s high minimum wage creates a significant barrier to employment for young
and unskilled Australians. The large gap between the minimum wage and the Newstart
allowance creates an unfair situation where an individual is not allowed to work for a
higher wage than the unemployment benefit. Several European countries – including
Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland – do not have national minimum wage
laws. Over the long term, Australia should move to remove a centrally determined
minimum wage, along the lines of what is currently in place in Demark, Norway,
Sweden, and Switzerland. This would provide the dignity of work to thousands of
Australians who are currently unable to clear the high barriers to employment.
Employers and employees should be free to form individual agreements in accordance
with their preferences rather than have terms and entitlements dictated by a centralised
authority. The modern award system removes the freedom from employers and
employees to negotiate contracts in line with their individual circumstances. The
centralised determination of wage rates creates significant inflexibility in labour
markets, and leads to wages that are not reflective of economic realities. Just as no
central planner can determine correct prices, the Fair Work Commission does not have
the information needed to determine the correct wage rates for millions of Australians.
Individual workers and employees are in a far better position to make this judgement.
A whole host of entitlements should be directly determined by the employer and
employee. Penalty rates can be offered by business in accordance with their individual
circumstances, without centralised awards that undermine employment opportunities.
Individual employers and employees should also be free to determine how work will
be remunerated in terms of wages and other benefits including leave arrangements.
It is also critical that employers have flexibility in hiring and firing. The risk of hiring
can be reduced by removing restrictions on firing through reform of unfair dismissal
laws. Employers will be better able to take on more workers, and provide them with
more stable and higher paying jobs, if the risks of litigation regarding unfair dismissal
are reduced.
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Conclusion
Australia’s labour market regulation is extremely onerous, especially by international
standards. Australia has one of the highest minimum wages, a high level of centralised
wage determination, some of the highest penalty rates in the world, and inflexible
hiring and firing practices.
Australia’s performance in key components of the labour market efficiency pillar of the
Global Competitiveness Index has declined substantially over the last ten years. The
shifts in Australia’s rankings are dramatically unfavourable in comparison with the other
Anglosphere common law countries.
While Australia’s official unemployment rate is historically low, there are several
structural concerns in the areas of underemployment and youth employment. Younger
Australians are increasingly not able to find the amount of work they would like.
Significant reforms must be made to reduce labour market regulations in order to
allow markets to work efficiently in allocating labour, and allowing individuals to find
work that maximises their potential. Efficient labour markets are critical for promoting
economic prosperity and allowing more Australians to experience the dignity of work.
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